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a b s t r a c t

The quantity of small scale solar photovoltaic (PV) arrays in the United States has grown rapidly in recent
years. As a result, there is substantial interest in high quality information about the quantity, power
capacity, and energy generated by such arrays, including at a high spatial resolution (e.g., cities, counties,
or other small regions). Unfortunately, existing methods for obtaining this information, such as surveys
and utility interconnection filings, are limited in their completeness and spatial resolution. This work
presents a computer algorithm that automatically detects PV panels using very high resolution color
satellite imagery. The approach potentially offers a fast, scalable method for obtaining accurate informa-
tion on PV array location and size, and at much higher spatial resolutions than are currently available. The
method is validated using a very large (135 km2) collection of publicly available (Bradbury et al., 2016)
aerial imagery, with over 2700 human annotated PV array locations. The results demonstrate the
algorithm is highly effective on a per-pixel basis. It is likewise effective at object-level PV array detection,
but with significant potential for improvement in estimating the precise shape/size of the PV arrays.
These results are the first of their kind for the detection of solar PV in aerial imagery, demonstrating
the feasibility of the approach and establishing a baseline performance for future investigations.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The quantity of solar photovoltaic (PV) arrays has grown rapidly
in the United States in recent years [2,3], with a large proportion of
this growth due to small-scale, or distributed, PV arrays [4,5].
These small-scale installations are often found on the roofs of
commercial structures, or private homes [4], and therefore are
often referred to as rooftop PV.

Distributed PV offers many benefits [6], but integrating it into
existing power grids is challenging. To understand and evaluate
the factors driving distributed PV, and to aid in its integration,
there is growing interest among government agencies, utilities,
and third party decision makers in detailed information about dis-
tributed PV; including the locations, power capacity, and energy
production of existing arrays. As a result, several organizations
have begun collecting or publishing such information, including
the Interstate Renewable Energy Council (IREC) [7], Greentech
Media [8], and the US Energy Information Administration (EIA)
[9,10].

Although the available information on distributed PV is
expanding, it is nonetheless difficult to obtain. Existing methods
of obtaining this information, such as surveys and utility intercon-
nection filings, are costly and time consuming. They are also
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typically limited in spatial resolution to the state or national level
[4,7]. For example, the EIA began reporting state-level distributed
PV data at the end of 2015 [9].

1.1. The collection of solar PV information from high resolution aerial
imagery

In this work we investigate a new method of collecting PV
information that is potentially cheaper and faster than existing
methods, and capable of obtaining much higher spatial resolution.
The proposed approach uses computer algorithms to automatically
extract useful PV information from high resolution (60.3 m per
pixel) color aerial imagery. This approach consists of two major
steps.

The first step, and the biggest technical challenge, involves the
use of computer algorithms to automatically annotate PV arrays
in aerial imagery. Fig. 1 shows examples of the intended output
of step one.

The second step involves using the output of step one, poten-
tially with additional metadata, to estimate PV information over
local geographic regions. For example, the total installed PV surface
area (e.g., per square kilometer) can be estimated directly from the
output of step one. If, for example, the algorithm detects 30 PV
array pixels, and each pixel is 1 m2, then we know there is
approximately 30 m2 of PV array surface area. More sophisticated
Fig. 1. An example of a color orthographic image (top) from the orthoimagery dataset, w
in smaller images (bottom) so that the rooftop PV are more clearly visible. (For interpreta
version of this article.)
information can also be extracted. For example, the PV surface area
estimates discussed above could be augmented with additional
metadata (e.g., local weather patterns, topography, and solar
insolation) to yield estimates of PV capacity, or actual energy
generation.

1.2. Applications and benefits of the PV information collection
approach

The proposed two-step approach offers many benefits over
existing methods of information collection. First, it permits the col-
lection of PV information at very high geo-spatial resolution, which
can facilitate energy infrastructure planning and decision making
at state, regional, and even local levels. For example, high resolu-
tion spatial maps of PV information (e.g., installed PV capacity
per square kilometer) can be integrated into geographical informa-
tion systems (GIS), or Energy-GIS systems, which are increasingly
used in energy infrastructure evaluation and planning [11–15].

Another benefit of our proposed approach is that it automates
the process of data collection. It is relatively inexpensive to apply
(i.e., run a computer program), and to reapply repeatedly as new
imagery becomes available. It is consequently less invasive, faster,
and cheaper than existing methods, such as compiling utility
interconnection filings or conducting surveys. It also permits anal-
yses and decision-making where more frequent estimates of the PV
ith human annotations shown in red outlines. Three of the annotations are enlarged
tion of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
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information may be needed. For example, if one’s goal is to mea-
sure the growth of PV arrays in a city, then it is desirable to operate
the algorithm frequently (e.g., every month). This would permit
regular measurement of the number of new PV arrays that are
installed. This information could be used by PV installers, utility
companies, grid system operators, and government agencies to
plan future infrastructure needs including transmission and distri-
bution. It could also be useful for answering numerous economics
and social science questions including evaluating the effectiveness
of government incentives for solar PV development (e.g., in Califor-
nia [16]), as well as predicting where distributed solar growth is
most likely to occur down to the neighborhood level. This tech-
nique could be readily adapted and applied to any location on
Earth for which high resolution imagery is available, including
countries without the infrastructure to measure PV deployment
through other mechanisms.
1.3. Contributions of this work

In this work we present an algorithm for automatically identify-
ing the location and size of solar PV arrays in aerial imagery and
demonstrate its efficacy. We focus on this solar array detection
problem because, as discussed in Section 1.1, solving the detection
problem provides the location and size information of the solar
arrays that can be translated into power capacity and energy gen-
eration estimates.

We evaluate the performance of the proposed detection algo-
rithm using a large dataset of publicly available aerial imagery
(135 km2 area including more than 2700 PV arrays) [1]. In order
to validate our results, we manually annotated all of the solar PV
arrays in the aerial imagery used in this work, permitting us to
compare the algorithm detections against the human annotations
for performance evaluation purposes. Two qualities of the detec-
tion algorithm are evaluated: (i) its ability to detect individual
PV pixels, and (ii) its ability to correctly detect PV objects (i.e.,
accurately identify the shape, size, and location of individual PV
arrays). The results demonstrate the algorithm is highly effective
on a per-pixel basis. It is likewise effective at object-level PV array
detection, but with significant potential for improvement in esti-
mating the precise shape/size of the PV arrays.

To our knowledge, this is the first time that an automated
remote sensing approach has been applied to assessing installed
distributed solar PV, particularly on a city-sized dataset and with
a complete performance evaluation to demonstrate its efficacy.
This establishes a baseline performance for future investigations
and improvements. We also provide further details of our experi-
ments (see appendix) to encourage further research.

If this technique is applied on a state or national scale, it has the
potential to change the way we collect data on distributed solar PV
information, and improve our understanding of this growing tech-
nology. This technique could also be readily adapted and applied to
any location on Earth with high resolution imagery available.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a review of related work. Section 3 describes the aerial
imagery data that is used for algorithm development. Section 4
presents the proposed solar PV detection algorithm. Section 5 pre-
sents the algorithm performance evaluation and Section 6 presents
experimental results on the dataset. Section 7 presents our conclu-
sions and suggestions for future work.
2. Related work

This section discusses some existing research that is relevant to
our work. Section 2.1 discusses existing methods of collecting
distributed PV information using remote sensing methods, and
the associated energy-related applications of the collected infor-
mation. Section 2.1 discusses the recognition of objects in aerial
imagery, and previous work that has motivated the design of our
algorithms and experiments,

2.1. Remote sensing for the collection of PV information and energy-
related applications

Several remote sensing systems have been used to collect PV-
related information. One popular approach has been the use of
satellites to estimate ground irradiation, which is then used in
models where solar PV potential is estimated [17–20]. The ArcGIS,
SAGA GIS, and GRASS GIS systems are GIS-based models that esti-
mate ground irradiation based on satellite measurements
[17,18,20].

Perhaps the most well-studied remote sensing system for PV
array information collection is the Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) system [21–25]. LiDAR is most often used to identify the
locations of rooftops, as well as their angles (an important factor
in PV energy production). This information is then combined with
other metadata, such as solar irradiance or weather, for assessing
the suitability of rooftops for the installation of small-scale solar
PV systems. The LiDAR data is also often augmented with other
remote sensing information such as color imagery [26] or the satel-
lite irradiance estimates mentioned above.

The idea of automatically detecting PV arrays in aerial imagery
was first investigated recently by our group [27]. In that work, we
employed a less sophisticated prototype algorithm on a substan-
tially smaller dataset (<1 km2 area, with 53 annotated PV arrays)
than the one considered here. The work presented here represents
the first time that an automated remote sensing approach has been
applied to assessing installed distributed solar PV on a large scale
(city-sized) dataset, and with a complete performance evaluation
to demonstrate its efficacy.

2.2. Recognition of objects in aerial imagery

The automatic detection of objects in aerial imagery (e.g., ortho-
rectified imagery) has been researched extensively [28–31]. Some
specific examples include the detection of roads [32–37], buildings
[38–45], and vehicles [46–49]. In this published body of work, a
large variety of algorithms have been proposed, employing tech-
niques such as image processing, statistical modeling, machine
learning classifiers, heuristic rules, and more.

The main component of the PV array detection algorithm pro-
posed here is a supervised machine learning classifier called a Ran-
dom Forest (RF) [50]. Supervised classifiers have previously been
used for object recognition in remote sensing imagery, including
the RF [51,52], support vector machine (SVM) [47] and various
types of neural networks [32,49,53]. The RF in particular has been
applied for land cover classification [51] and object detection [52].
In [52] it was used to classify individual pixels into one of four
classes: building, street, trees, and grass. The RF takes a similar role
in this work, where it is used to classify individual pixels as PV, or
not PV.

An important resource in aerial imagery recognition is a labeled
dataset. Such datasets consist of imagery where each instance of
the target object is indicated by a bounding box, polygon, or similar
annotation. Such datasets are used for (i) the development of effec-
tive detection algorithms, and (ii) an accurate assessment of their
performance. Ideally a labeled dataset will cover a large surface
area, and have a large number of labeled objects. Large datasets
better represent practical operating conditions, which involve
large volumes of data that is collected for diverse environments
and imaging conditions. Datasets used in recently published
research typically include a few hundred labels, and a few hundred
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square meters of surface area [45,52,54,55]. Some specific recent
examples include the SZTAKI-INRIA dataset for building detection,
which includes 665 labeled buildings [54]. The OIRDS dataset for
automotive detection consists of 1800 labels [55]. In this work
we utilize a dataset of color aerial imagery that encompasses
135 km2 of area with more than 2700 labels.

3. The aerial imagery dataset

All experiments and algorithm development in this work utilize
a large dataset of color (RGB) aerial imagery collected over the US
city of Fresno, California. The imagery covers a total spatial area of
135 km2. All of the imagery was collected in the same month in
2013, using aerial photography. The imagery has a spatial resolu-
tion of 0.3 m per pixel, and all the imagery has been ortho-
rectified. An example of the imagery is shown in Fig. 1, where
the solar PV locations are annotated in red.

Further details about the data can be found at [1], where the
data is also publicly available for download. The full imagery data-
set is composed of 601 images that are each 5000 by 5000 pixels,
across three cities, and with varying resolution. We chose to use
imagery from Fresno, California because recently collected imagery
was available (from 2013), with a high resolution (0.3 m), and
because Fresno has a large number of solar PV installations. Over
100 images of Fresno are available in [1], from which we randomly
sampled 60 of the available images for the analysis presented here.
The identification tags of these images are provided in the appen-
dix for future investigations.

3.1. Human annotations of true rooftop PV locations

In order to develop an effective computer vision algorithm, as
well as accurately assess its performance, it is necessary to have
the precise locations where PV installations appear in the aerial
imagery. In order to obtain this information, human observers
visually scanned the imagery and annotated all of the (visible)
PV arrays. For improved quality, two annotators scanned each part
of the imagery, and their annotations were combined by taking a
union of each observer’s annotations. There were a total of 2794
individual solar PV regions in the imagery after the merging pro-
cess. Note again that this is a subset of the 19,863 annotations
available in [1]. Some examples of annotated regions are shown
at the bottom of Fig. 1 and in Fig. 4a.

To avoid a positive bias in the performance evaluation of the
proposed detection algorithm, we split the available imagery into
two disjoint datasets: Fresno Training and Fresno Testing. This is
a common approach for validating supervised machine learning
algorithms, such as the RF model used in our detection algorithm
[56,57]. A summary of the imagery in each dataset is presented
below in Table 1. The data was split between training and testing
at a ratio of 2:1, in order to provide enough solar array examples
to effectively train the RF model (see Section 4.3 for details about
the RF).

4. The proposed PV detection algorithm

In this section we present the details of the proposed solar PV
detection algorithm. We begin with a brief overview of the primary
Table 1
Summary of fresno color orthoimagery dataset.

Designation Area of imagery (km2) Number of PV annotations

Fresno training 90 1780
Fresno testing 45 1014
processing steps, followed by individual sections providing more
details about each step.

4.1. Algorithm overview

The proposed rooftop PV algorithm takes RGB color aerial ima-
gery as input and performs four major processing steps, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2.

(1) Feature extraction. This step consists of extracting image
statistics, or features, around each pixel that characterize
the colors, textures, and other patterns surrounding the
pixel. The feature extraction step effectively maps the 3-
channel RGB image into an M-channel image, where M is
the number of features extracted around each pixel location.

(2) Random Forest Classifier. The image statistics computed in
the feature extraction stage are the input to a trained RF
classifier. The RF is a machine learning classification model
that assigns a probability, or ‘‘confidence”, to each pixel in
the imagery. The confidence value indicates how likely the
pixel is to correspond to a PV array. The output of this step
is a single channel image, or spatial map, of where PV arrays
are likely to be located. An example image and associated
confidence map are shown in Fig. 4.

(3) Post-processing. This step is designed to improve the accu-
racy of the confidence map that was generated in the RF
classification step. This process consists of identifying high
confidence individual pixels (i.e., local maxima locations)
and then growing regions of pixels around them. All pixel
confidence values outside of these grown regions are then
set to zero.

(4) Object detection. This step identifies groups of contiguous
high confidence pixels that are likely to correspond to a sin-
gle PV array. Each identified group of contiguous pixels is
Fig. 2. A flowchart of the PV detection algorithm. Each gray block corresponds to a
major processing step. Additionally, the input and output of each stage is also
shown on the right or left of each block.



Fig. 3. Illustration of the features extracted for a single ring of windows, Sr. The
subscript r refers to the (approximate) radius of the windows from the center
position, denoted p0, which is the pixel we wish to represent with features. Each
window is labeled with its (x,y) coordinates, with respect to p0. In this particular
example r = 4, although the coordinates of each window are given in terms of the
parameter r. Each window contributes six statistics to the feature vector: a mean, l,
and a variance, r2 from each color channel. This is illustrated for one window,
located at (r, r).
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returned from this step as a detected object, and the confi-
dence of that object is set to the value of the maximum pixel
confidence value in that object. The output of this step is a
list of objects and their confidence values, which is used to
perform object-based scoring.

4.2. Feature extraction

The feature extraction process takes a 3-channel RGB aerial
image as input, and returns an M-channel ‘‘feature image”. In the
feature image, each pixel is now represented by an M-
dimensional vector of feature values that are computed using the
original RGB image. The goal of this new representation is to
encode information about each pixel which might be helpful for
deciding whether that pixel corresponds to a PV array. This is
accomplished by extracting useful information about the imagery
surrounding each pixel, such as nearby colors and textures. This
information will make it possible for the RF classifier (the next pro-
cessing step) to better decide whether a given pixel is a PV array,
based solely on its M-dimensional feature vector.

There is a large body of published research regarding good
image features, and many effective approaches have been devel-
oped [58,59]. The choice of a particular feature representation
depends on the goals of the application. An important considera-
tion in this work (aside from classification accuracy) is computa-
tional efficiency, so that the proposed algorithm can be applied
at a national scale. It should therefore be possible to extract fea-
tures quickly, with few computations. One class of image features
that achieves this objective is the local color statistic (LCS) feature
[60,61]. In this feature representation, the feature vector for a given
pixel consists of the means, l, and variances, r2, of pixel intensities
in several nearby windows. For a given window, these statistics are
computed separately in each of the three color channels of the
image (so six total feature values for each window). Here we adapt
this approach for the purpose of solar PV detection.

In our adaptation of this approach we used a window size of
3 � 3 pixels, because it roughly corresponds to the size of individ-
ual PV panels in the aerial imagery. A larger window size would
yield statistics that mix background pixels and PV pixels, making
the statistics less useful for identifying PV arrays. A smaller win-
dow would be too small to compute any statistics.

In our approach we also organize the windows into concentric
rings, denoted by Sr. The subscript r refers to the (approximate)
radius of the ring around its center point, denoted p0, which is
the pixel we wish to represent. Fig. 3 illustrates how features are
extracted for a ring with r = 4 [62].

Our final feature representation will combine statistics from
several rings, with varying radii. This is accomplished by concate-
nating the statistics from each of the rings together into one large
feature vector. Although using many rings allows us to encode
more image information, and potentially better classification accu-
racy, it can also cause problems. Therefore, the choice of features
must be made carefully.

Our choice of features is based on two well-known feature
selection criteria from the machine learning research: each feature
should (i) encode information that is useful for the problem, and
(ii) not be redundant (i.e., encode the same information as other
features) [56,57,63]. Based on these two criteria we chose to use
three rings: S0, S2, and S4, due to the following rationale. Since all
9 windows in S0 are located at the same position, and so we only
used one of them. We only used even-numbered values of r to
avoid redundancy in the features, due to overlap between many
windows. We only included windows where r 6 4 because more
distant windows (from p0) would contain little relevant informa-
tion for classification.
4.3. The random forest classifier

Random Forests (RFs) [50] are a state-of-the-art supervised sta-
tistical classification method. They have been successfully applied
to a variety of problems, such as image processing [64], medical
diagnosis [65], pose recognition [66,67], and remote sensing
[51,52]. In this work we use the RF to classify each pixel in the ima-
gery, similar to the way it was used in some other contexts [52,67].
The RF receives the feature vector for each pixel and assigns it a
probability, or confidence, indicating the likelihood that it corre-
sponds to a PV array.

Although the RF has many advantages, there are two primary
reasons the RF was employed in this work. First is the ability of
the RF to learn complex nonlinear relationships between input
and output variables. This is important because the relationship
between the image features and the pixel labels (i.e., PV or
non-PV) are very complex. The second motivation for the RF is
its known computational speed during training and testing
[51,52,67]. It can also be implemented on graphics processing units
for further speed improvements [68]. This computational effi-
ciency is important for handling the massive amounts of data com-
mon in high resolution aerial imagery applications. For example,
our datasets consists of 1.5 billion pixels, however this encom-
passes only 135 km2 of the United States’ nearly 9.857 � 106 km2

area.
The RF actually consists of an ensemble of T simpler supervised

classifiers called decision trees [69]. An illustration of an RF is pro-
vided in Fig. 5. Each tree consists of a series of decision nodes
which terminate (at the bottom of the tree) in a leaf node. To clas-
sify a new feature vector, x, it is presented to the top decision node,
and it is subsequently directed down the tree, based on the values
in the feature vector, until it reaches a leaf node. At the leaf node a
probability is assigned to the vector indicating to which class (e.g.,
PV or non-PV) it belongs.

During training, each tree is ‘‘grown” independently of the other
trees, in a top-down manner, using a random bootstrap sample of
pixels from the training data. The decision nodes are learned such
that they best separate the training data according to some perfor-
mance measurement (e.g., the Gini impurity index or information
gain). In this work we use the Gini index. Each node of each tree
considers only a random subset of the input features (of size m)
when inferring how to split the data. The parameter m is often



Fig. 4. An example of an aerial image (top) and its corresponding confidence map (bottom). In both images the true solar PV locations have been annotated in red. The
confidence map is the output of stage two in the detection algorithm (see Fig. 2). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Illustration of an RF classifier architecture. The RF consists of several decision
trees, where each tree consists of decision nodes (blue circles) and leaf nodes (green
nodes). To classify an input feature vector, x, it is presented to each tree
independently. For a given tree, x, is passed down the decision nodes based on its
values until it reaches a leaf node. At the leaf node it receives a probability
indicating to which class it belongs. Here yt indicates the probability of belonging to
the PV class. The RF output is creating by averaging the probabilities returned from
each tree. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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cited as the only major adjustable parameter of the RF, and a con-
ventional setting that usually works well is m ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi

M
p

, where M is
the number of feature dimensions [51].

Decision nodes are created until (i) splitting no longer improves
the Gini index or (ii) it would result in fewer than 5 observations in
a leaf node. The parameter settings for the RF, and other algorithms
in this work, are presented in Table 3.
4.4. Post-processing

The goal of the post-processing (PP) step is to improve the
pixel-wise classification accuracy of the raw confidence maps, as
well as to make them better suited for the object detection step.
The algorithm for PP is outlined in Table 2, and an example of
the input and output of this process is shown in Fig. 7.

Broadly speaking, the PP algorithm identifies individual high
confidence pixels (local maxima) and then grows a new smooth
region (in terms of confidence values) around them. Local maxima
are retained for region growing only if they (i) exceed some mini-
mum threshold, c0, and (ii) they are the largest maxima in a sur-
rounding square window of length Ls. This filtering criterion is
designed to remove maxima locations that are likely to be false
alarms. Regions are grown around each remaining maxima
location using Otsu’s method [70], which automatically segments
pixels into foreground (high confidence) and background (low
confidence) regions. The region growing takes place in a square
window of length Lg that is centered on each maxima location.

The output of this PP operation, I0, consists of many small con-
nected regions that all have the same confidence value. This makes
object extraction easier. The final step of post-processing is to
apply morphological closing and dilation [58], respectively, in
order to smooth the grown regions. These operations are per-
formed with a disk with radius r1 and r2, respectively. The param-
eter values of the PP algorithm are provided in Table 3. These
values were set by optimizing the performance of the algorithm
on the Fresno Training data (see Section 5.3).



Table 2

The Post-processing Algorithm

Data: I � Confidence Map, Parameters: Lg,Ls,c0,r1,r2
Result: I0 � Enhanced Confidence Map
Initialize: I0  image of zeros, with size equal to I
1. Apply non-maximum suppression to I, using filters that are Ls � Ls in size
2. Remove all maxima below global threshold, c0
3. For each remaining maxima location, i, do
(a) Crop an Lg x Lg region around i
(b) Use Otsu’s method [70] to find foreground pixels in the cropped region
(c) Find all connected components
(d) Retain only the connected component, C, that contains the maxima
location, i
(e) Place C into image I0 , with all of the pixel values in C set to I(i)
end
4. Apply a morphological closing and dilation [58] to I0 , with a disk of radius r1

and r2, respectively

Table 3
Detection algorithm parameters.

Symbol Processing
step

Quantity Value

T RF Number of RF trees 30
M RF Number of features in RF 102
m RF Number of variables to sample at each

tree node in RF

ffiffiffiffiffi

M
p ffi 10

Ls PP Length of the of square non-maximum
suppression region

9

c0 PP Global confidence threshold after
non-max suppression

0.375

Lg PP Length of the square region around each
maxima location used for Otsu’s method

19

r1, r2 PP Disk radius used for morphological
closing, and dilation, respectively

5,2
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4.5. Object detection

The object detection phase identifies groups of adjacent, or
neighboring, high confidence pixels and identifies them as
detected objects. This is achieved by first thresholding the confi-
dence map: any pixel confidence greater than zero is set to one,
and all others are set to 0. The result is a binary image, which is
used for finding contiguous groups of pixels. The resulting con-
nected regions are all taken as detected objects. The confidence
of each region is given by the maximum confidence pixel in that
region. An example output from this process is shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 6. Illustration of a PR curve. A good detector will obtain a curve that is closer to
the top right corner of the graph. Random guessing results in a line that achieves
constant precision for all values of R, where the precision is equal to the proportion
of total detections returned by the algorithm that are from the target class (e.g., PV
arrays).
5. Experimental design

This section begins with an overview of the experimental
design used for the experiments in Section 6, followed by a
description of our performance evaluation methodology. Note that
Section 2.2 provides a review of relevant image recognition litera-
ture, which provides motivation for our experimental design.

We conducted two experiments, with the primary goal of mea-
suring the performance of the proposed PV array detection algo-
rithm. The first experiment measures how well the algorithm
identifies individual PV pixels: pixel-based classification perfor-
mance. The second experiment measures how well the algorithm
can identify objects (groups of pixels) that correspond to PV array
annotations, as well as their precise shape and size. The experi-
ments are conducted on two datasets of aerial imagery denoted
as Fresno Training, and Fresno Testing (see Table 1). As described
in Section 3, all PV arrays visible in the imagery were annotated
by humans to provide ground truth pixels/objects for use in scoring
the detector.
In order to estimate the performance of the algorithm we split
the data into two (disjoint) datasets: the Fresno Training data,
and the Fresno Testing data. The primary role of the Fresno Train-
ing dataset was to train the RF classifier, as well as optimize other
parameters associated with the detection algorithm. The Fresno
Testing dataset was used for validation to obtain an unbiased per-
formance estimate for the detector. This approach is similar to the
popular cross-validation scheme [56,57]. If the dataset is very
large, as is the case here, cross-validation can be impractically
slow, and the approach we chose can be used as an alternative to
cross-validation [56]. The performance metric used to evaluate
the performance of the algorithm is the precision recall (PR) curve.
The PR curve is a popular performance metric for object detection
in aerial imagery [32,38,71,72], and therefore it is adopted here.

Note that in practice, the detection algorithm requires human
annotations only for training. Once the algorithm is trained, it
can be applied to new imagery without any annotations. The addi-
tional testing data annotations are only needed for the purpose of
estimating the performance of the algorithm in practical operating
conditions (i.e., when it is applied to new data).

The next few sections describe PR curves, the Jaccard index
(used to measure the degree of overlap between detected objects
with human annotations), and how the algorithm parameters were
optimized.

5.1. Performance metrics

PR curves measure the performance tradeoff between making
correct detections and false detections, as the sensitivity of a detec-
tor, or classifier, is varied. An illustration of a PR curve is shown in
Fig. 6. The x-axis of a PR curve is the recall, R, which is the propor-
tion of all true target objects (e.g., PV arrays) in the data that were
returned by the algorithm as detections. The y-axis is the precision,
P, which is the proportion of all detected objects (i.e., both true and
false) which are true targets. An effective detector will tend toward
the top right corner of the PR curve, thereby maximizing both
recall and precision. A detector that detects objects randomly
(i.e., it is ineffective) will achieve a precision that is equal to the
proportion of objects in the dataset that are targets. For example,
in the pixel-based PV detection experiments, roughly 0.07% of
the Fresno Testing pixels correspond to PV arrays. Therefore a ran-
dom detector would achieve P = 0.0007, for all values of R.



Fig. 7. Example output of the rooftop PV detection algorithm after several of the major processing steps. Four different images are shown, (a–d), and each image shows the
human PV annotations in red. (a) is the original RGB image. (b) is the confidence map output from the Random Forest classifier, without post-processing; brighter pixels
indicate higher confidence. (c) is the confidence map after post-processing. (d) shows the objects detected after the object detection stage of processing. Given the detection
rate and false alarm rate employed in this example, the detector correctly removes all of the false alarms, while losing one of the true panel regions. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Illustration of the Jaccard Index, J. The gray and white boxes represent two
sets of pixels, such as a detected object from the solar PV detector, and a true solar
PV annotation. As the degree of overlap of the two sets increases, J increases from 0
toward 1.
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The sensitivity for a given detection algorithm can be varied by
raising or lowering a threshold, t0, that is applied to the confidence
values of the list of potential detections (e.g., pixels or objects). All
potential detections above t0 are accepted as detections, and all
potential detections below t0 are rejected. P and R are then com-
puted based on the group of accepted detections.

5.2. Linking detections to human annotations

One issue that arises with object-based scoring is determining
when a detected object should be considered a correct detection.
A detected object (i.e., a region labeled as a PV array) may overlap
with a PV annotation from the ground truth data, but how much
overlap should be required to declare it as detected correctly? This
problem is apparent in Fig. 7d, where none of the detected objects
match perfectly with the human annotations, but they might rea-
sonably be considered correct detections. To address this issue, a
metric is needed to measure the shape/size similarity between
two objects (i.e., groups of pixels).

One metric that has been utilized for this purpose is the Jaccard
index [73]. The Jaccard index, J, for two image objects (groups of
pixels), denoted A and B respectively, is given by

JðA;BÞ ¼ A \ Bj j
A [ Bj j : ð1Þ

Fig. 8 below shows the Jaccard index for two objects as their
level of overlap varies. The Jaccard index allows us to measure pre-
cisely how similar a detected object is to a human annotation. A
threshold can then be applied where only detected objects above
the threshold (with respect to a human annotation) can be consid-
ered a correct detection. Ultimately, the choice for this threshold
should depend on the final application of the detector, and the cor-
responding level of shape/size accuracy that is needed. Therefore,
we report object-based performance for multiple thresholds. A
similar approach was recently adopted in [74] for building
detection.

In some instances a detected object will overlap with multiple
ground truth annotations (see the left-most three annotations in
Fig. 7d for an example). In this case the multiple annotations are
treated as one annotation composed of the union of the individual
annotations. If the union of the annotations has a sufficiently high
Jaccard index with respect to a detection, all three annotations are
considered to be detected by the detector.
5.3. Algorithm training and optimization

All training and parameter optimization was performed on the
Fresno Training dataset. The final set of chosen parameters for the
algorithm is shown in Table 3. These parameters are used in all
experiments.

The RF classifier itself was trained using five million pixels from
the Fresno Training dataset. This subset of pixels was chosen by
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first selecting all of the available solar PV pixels (roughly 500,000),
and then randomly sampling the remaining non-PV pixels from the
training imagery. Using increasing numbers of pixels improves
performance but at the cost of increasing the computation time
of the RF. Five million was found to be a good tradeoff between
performance and computation time on the training data.

The parameters were chosen in order to optimize performance
on the training data. This parameter optimization was done by
measuring the performance of the algorithm (on the Fresno Train-
ing dataset) as the parameters were varied over a coarse grid of
potential values. Note that the parameter m was set to the conven-
tional value of

ffiffiffiffiffi

M
p

, rather than being optimized.

6. Experimental results

This section describes the experimental results obtained using
the experimental design discussed in Section 5. First, pixel-based
performance results are presented, followed by object-based
performance.

6.1. Pixel-based performance

The pixel-based performance for the PV detection algorithm, on
both the training and testing data, is shown in Fig. 9. Results are
shown for the RF, and the RF after PP has been applied (RFPP).
The primary goal of this experiment was to demonstrate that the
RFPP algorithm can effectively detect PV array pixels. The results
on the Fresno Testing dataset provide an unbiased estimate of
the performance of the RF and RFPP algorithms. The results indi-
cate that the solar PV detector is very effective at discriminating
non-panel pixels from panel pixels. This is made most clear by con-
sidering how well a random detector (i.e., a completely ineffective
detector) would perform. Recall from Section 5.1 that, because PV
arrays constitute only 0.07% of the pixels in Fresno Testing, the ran-
dom detector achieves P = 0.0007 for all values of R. Both the RF
and RFPP detectors achieve performance far above this.

Further insight can be obtained from the results in Fig. 9 by
comparing the performance of the detectors on the training data
and testing data, respectively. As is expected, the results indicate
that there is an overall performance drop between the training
data and the testing data. Quantitatively this means that, for each
value of R, the algorithm typically obtains a lower P on the testing
data than it does on the training data. One exception to this occurs
Fig. 9. PR curves for the pixel-wise performance of the PV detector on the Fresno
Training dataset (red), and the Fresno Testing dataset (black). For each dataset, the
performance of the detector is shown before post-processing (solid lines), and after
post-processing (dashed lines). The random detector for this problem achieves
P = 0.0007 for all values of R, but this is not shown due to its small magnitude. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
for the RFPP algorithm when R is below 0.6, however the testing
and training performance is similar at these operating sensitivities.

The results also suggest that the main contributor to the perfor-
mance loss incurred on the testing data is the RF classifier (as
opposed to RFPP). This is because the RF algorithm performance
drops between the training and testing dataset, however, the RFPP
algorithm offers the same advantages on both the training and
testing dataset; relative to the performance of the RF alone. This
suggests that the RF is overfitting to the training data, or in other
words, the RF learned to recognize patterns that are too unique
to the training data, and as a consequence it less effectively identi-
fies previously unseen PV arrays in the testing data. This can be
addressed in many ways, and is an important consideration for
future work.
6.2. Object-based performance

The primary goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the detector for individual PV arrays. Further, we want
to examine how well the detector can identify the precise shape/-
size of individual PV arrays. As a result, we measure the object-
based performance of the detector on the Fresno Testing dataset
for varying settings of the Jaccard index during scoring. These
resulting PR curves are shown in Fig. 10.

The results indicate that the object-based performance of the
detector is once again well above that of the baseline random
detector performance. Although this is true for all values of J, the
performance of the detector decreases rapidly as J increases. As a
specific example, when J = 0.1 the detector achieves R = 0.7 with
P = 0.6, while at J = 0.5, R = 0.55 at the same value of P. When
J = 0.7, the detector never reaches P = 0.6. This outcome is expected
because, as J is increased, many of the objects detected that are
near true PV locations are no longer considered correct detections.
This also results in more PV annotations remaining undetected,
even when the detector is operated with high sensitivity. This is
why the maximum R obtained for each detector decreases as J
increases.

Different values for J are likely to be appropriate depending on
the intended purpose of the detector. For example, lower J values
(e.g., J = 0.1) are appropriate for applications where only the gen-
Fig. 10. PR curves for the object-based performance of the rooftop PV detector on
the Fresno Testing dataset. Each PR curve corresponds to a different setting of the
Jaccard index, J, during scoring. The left-most point of the curves represents the
performance when classifying every object with confidence of one (i.e., the
maximum RF output) to a detection. With object-based scoring, the detectors are
not guaranteed to place objects over all true PV array locations, and indeed, none of
the detectors reach R = 1.
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eral location of target objects is important, and obtaining the pre-
cise shape/size is not. In the context of solar PV array detection,
this may be the case if the detector is used as a preprocessing step
for further, and more sophisticated (but slower), detection
algorithms. Note that when operated with J = 0.1 the detector is
capable of detecting roughly 90% of the targets, with P ffi 0.1. Since
there are roughly 1000 PV arrays in the testing data, this
corresponds to roughly 10,000 total detections returned by the
detector (900 true detections and 9100 false detections) over the
45 km2 testing area. This dramatically reduces the amount of
image locations that must be considered for further processing,
facilitating the use of more sophisticated subsequent processing.
The detector proposed here is designed to operate quickly on large
datasets, and therefore could be used in this role.

In contrast to lower J values, a higher value (e.g. J = 0.7) is
appropriate for detection applications where it is important to
accurately estimate the size and shape of target objects. In the con-
text of solar PV array detection, this may be the case, for example,
if the goal is to estimate the power capacity of individual solar PV
arrays. Setting J to higher values will lead to a performance mea-
sure that better reflects the capability of a given detector to achieve
that goal, which is a muchmore difficult task than simply detecting
the likely presence of an object (using, e.g., J = 0.1). This difficulty is
reflected in the much poorer performance of the proposed detector
on this task (e.g., see Fig. 10 with J = 0.7). Looking forward, the
performance reported here for J = 0.7 establishes a baseline for
future improvement in achieving this type of goal.
7. Conclusions and future work

We investigated a new approach for the problem of collecting
information for small-scale solar PV arrays over large areas. The
proposed approach employs a computer algorithm that automati-
cally detects solar PV arrays in high resolution (60.3 m) color
(RGB) imagery data. A detection algorithm was developed and
validated on a very large collection of aerial imagery (P135 km2)
collected over the city of Fresno, CA. Human annotators manually
scanned and annotated solar PV locations to provide ground truth
for evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm. Perfor-
mance was measured in a pixel-based and object-based manner,
respectively, using PR curves. In the case of object-based scoring,
the algorithm was also scored based on how well it can identify
the shape and size of the true panel object.

The results demonstrate that the algorithm is highly effective on
a per-pixel basis. The PRmeasures indicate it can detect most of the
true PV pixels while removing the vast majority of the non-PV pix-
els. The object-based PR curves indicated that the algorithm was
likewise effective at object detection, however, it was far less effec-
tive at estimating the precise shape/size of the PV arrays.

The results presented here are the first of their kind for
distributed PV detection in aerial imagery, and demonstrate the
feasibility of collecting distributed PV information over large areas
using aerial or satellite imagery. This may ultimately yield a faster,
cheaper, and more scalable solution for the large scale collection of
distributed PV information, and potentially information for other
aspects of energy production and consumption as well. While the
results here demonstrate the promise of this approach to informa-
tion collection, several challenges remain as opportunities for
future work.
7.1. Future work

7.1.1. Improved detection algorithms
Because the results here are the first of their kind for this prob-

lem they establish a baseline performance, or benchmark, for
future algorithm development. To facilitate such efforts, the data
used in this work is freely available for download [1], and the exact
images used in our experiments are listed in the supplemental
materials. It is our hope that others will build upon these results,
and develop increasingly effective detection algorithms.

7.1.2. Inferring capacity and energy production
Another important line of future work is the inference of PV

array capacity, energy production, and other characteristics from
the imagery. Recall from the Section 1, that this is the secondmajor
step for creating a complete system for extracting PV information
from aerial imagery. This second challenge could be pursued using
the imagery detected from the PV detector, or otherwise using the
ground truth annotations in the aerial imagery dataset.

7.1.3. Establishing practical performance needs
While the results here demonstrate the ability of an algorithm

to discriminate between PV and non-PV imagery (as compared to
a random detector), it is unclear what levels of performance would
be needed for different practical applications. Creating a complete
system for inferring distributed PV information would help reveal
what level of performance is needed from the detection stage in
order to obtain practically useful energy information; with quali-
ties and reliability that is similar, or better than, current estimation
strategies (e.g., the EIA [9]).

7.1.4. Information collection for other energy resources
Finally, we hope this work also motivates the collection of other

energy information from aerial imagery, in addition to distributed
PV. Other examples might include inferring the energy consump-
tion of individual households, and (from that information) coun-
ties, or cities. This could be pursued, for example, by estimating
the volume of a household from aerial imagery. Other elements
of the energy system could also potentially be detected, such as
power lines, or power plants.
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